
Automatic joints design according to a positional relation between members
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The connectors also play a role as locating pin.

It was confirmed that machining processing make variety of construction like the wooden dome realized through this research.

It was confirmed that machining processing make variety of 
construction like the wooden dome realized through this research.
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Our laboratory have conducted researching on numerical control and digital machining technology such as 
multi-axis machines and 3D printers in order to apply them to actual construction scene. As a precondition to 
utilize these technologies in the scene, We studied about how appling these technologies through design and 
machining of a wooden catenary dome. The dome has many members that have different shapes to figure con-

The joints was designed as follow steps:

The created 3D model

4. To reinforce the joints, connectors were embedded and fixed. 
    These shapes are also calculated automatically. We employ 2 
    types of connectors, a biscuit type and a T-junction type.
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1. A miter joint that can be processed with a circular saw is 
    calculated by a positional relation between the members.
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Cut by plane

2. Ridges of the members are also cutted to avoid gaps at the joint.
3. Shapes of legs are designed along the curved surface of the dome.
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During construction (roof part)

During construction (leg part)
We used a 6-axis articulated robot to machine the leg parts that have large section. A slit 
for installing a T-junction type connector was also processed at the top of the leg.

The members of the dome body were processed by the 5-axis processing machine.
By means of the machine, it is possible to easily realize complicated processing which 
are  difficult for manual work.

①　5-axis processing machine

③　3D print

②　6-axis articulated robot

The connectors interweaved with carbon fiber were outputted with a 3D printer. 
Engraving the part id on the surface made parts management easy.

tinuous curve. Additionally, each shapes need some diagonal cuts that are dificult to hand craft. By leverage 3D 
cad and machines, the dome that has the above dificulty could be realized smartly and at low cost.


